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Abstract

The current study examines the likelihood that accounting students will comply with the AICPA's enforceable Statements on Standards for Tax Services (SSTS). A sample of 224 accounting students completed a questionnaire including SSTS scenarios. Overall, a significant portion of accounting students was not likely to follow the standards on five out of six scenarios. A group of students that received specific instruction in SSTS was not more likely to comply with them compared to a group that did not learn the standards. In addition, there were differences based on gender, age and class grade in the likelihood of compliance.

Accounting professionals have faced increasing pressures from regulators and the public in the wake of corporate accounting scandals a few years ago. The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) has emphasized the need for accountants to focus on their responsibilities to the public. In the areas of tax preparation and tax planning, these responsibilities are framed within the framework of Statements on Standards for Tax Services (SSTS). These standards, effective since 2000, represent enforceable codes of conduct by CPAs in tax return preparation and tax planning.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate accounting students' likelihood of following these tax standards. Accounting students represent future CPAs and their perception of tax standards, after being exposed to them, can give an insight into their perception of the importance of such standards. Hume, Larkins, and Iyer (1999) investigated tax professionals' compliance with Statements on Responsibilities in Tax Practice (SRTP), which were advisory in nature and were superseded by the enforceable SSTS. However, in Hume et al. (1999), one possible limitation of the results was that CPAs may not have been familiar with SRTP since they were only suggested guidelines. In the current study, accounting students are divided into two groups: One group received specific instruction on SSTS and another group did not. The study examines the likelihood of compliance with SSTS and investigates whether demographic factors such as gender, age and class grade have an effect on students' compliance.
The paper is organized as follows: After this introduction is a background on the concepts of tax preparation along with a discussion of ethics and an examination of SSTTS. This is followed by an explanation of the research design and sample selection. The results are presented next followed by discussion and implications for accounting education and the accounting profession.

**Background**

**Tax Preparation and Ethics**

A significant segment of CPAs is involved in tax preparation of individual tax returns and tax planning. Approximately 55% of all federal income tax returns and even greater percentages of complex tax returns are prepared by tax professionals. The cost exceeds $11 billion annually (Yetmar & Rioux, 2004). Even with increasing complexities of tax laws and increased demand for tax preparation, CPAs face competition from accountants without the CPA designation, enrolled agents, tax-preparation chains and software programs (Fisher, 1994). This increasing competition from less-expensive sources presents CPAs with a dilemma in determining their level of conservatism.

In providing tax preparation and planning services, CPAs attempt to satisfy many constituents such as clients, employers, professional organizations and government agencies. Given these constituents with different goals and risk preferences, it is not surprising for CPAs to face ethical conflicts during their careers (Yetmar, 1997). CPAs are confronted with ethical dilemmas especially when there is client pressure to adopt overly aggressive tax positions (Hume et al., 1999; Cruz, Shafer & Strawser, 2000). Finn, Chonk, and Hunt (1988) noted this problem in an earlier survey of CPA tax preparers where almost half of them indicated their biggest problem was clients' proposals to alter tax liability and/or tax fraud. Almost half of the respondents felt that CPAs outside their firms often engaged in unethical activities.

In facing these ethical challenges, CPAs must sometimes balance competing interests. Taxpayers and the IRS have different expectations of CPAs. The IRS maintains that CPAs should have loyalty to the U.S. tax system and act as government agents (Brody & Masselli, 1996). On the other hand, research shows that many taxpayers are ambivalent about whether tax cheating is morally wrong and are often willing to play the audit lottery (i.e., adopting aggressive or even fraudulent positions based on a low audit probability) (Kaplan & Reekers, 1985; Westat, 1980). Yetmar and Eastman (2000) noted that taxpayers expect CPAs to minimize their clients' tax liability and be the clients' advocate. Schisler (1995) found that taxpayers were generally more aggressive than preparers on every scenario presented and Schisler (1994) concluded that preparers adhered to the aggressive tendencies of their clients.

In order for the IRS to illustrate the importance of its position, it has increased penalties on tax preparers in recent years. Yetmar and Rioux (2004) estimated that a quarter of all tax preparers would be assessed for some type of preparer
penalty during their career. Brody and Masselli (1996) criticized the IRS position and noted that it failed to consider the possibility that two or more tax positions, even though they differ in their level of aggressiveness, may still meet the good faith criterion for recommending a position.

Erard (1993) found that CPAs and lawyers were more likely to condone aggressive reporting activities as well as recommend tax shelters to their clients compared to nonlicensed preparers. Research regarding the impact of sanctions on CPAs' behavior has reached mixed conclusions. For example, Reckers, Sanders, and Wynelts (1991) found that preparer penalties were effective in reducing CPAs aggressiveness in signing returns. On the other hand, Cuccia (1994) found preparer sanctions increased the effort by CPAs in the engagement but did not have an effect on aggressiveness.

Some research has attempted to determine factors influencing tax preparers' ethical decisions. Cruz et al. (2000) found that tax practitioners' behavior was consistent with five ethical philosophies: Moral equity, contractualism, utilitarianism, relativism, and egoism. Another study found that expert tax preparers seemed to be most influenced by personal integrity and professional ethics when confronted with clients' desires in tax matters (Jackson, Milliran & Toy, 1988).

In dealing with potential ethical conflicts in tax preparation, the AICPA requires members to act with integrity and maintain the public trust. The SSTS illustrate the CPAs' commitment to meet their responsibilities to the public.

**SSTS and Responsibilities**

Between 1964 and 1977, the AICPA issued SRTP. They were guidelines that helped CPAs recognize their ethical obligation to the public. They dealt with issues such as knowledge of an error in a filed tax return, use of estimates, and CPAs taking aggressive tax positions that will circumvent tax audits. The SRTP were voluntary standards. However, they became de facto enforcement standards with courts, the IRS, state accountancy boards and other professional organizations relying on them as accepted professional conduct in tax practice (Swails, 2000).

In 2000, the AICPA replaced SRTP with SSTS. The SSTS differ from the SRTP in one important way. The SSTS are explicitly enforceable professional standards. Members of the AICPA who do not adhere to SSTS are subject to sanctions. Although other tax practice standards exist, most notable Treasury Department Circular 230 and penalty provisions of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC), they are limited in that (1) they do not provide the depth of guidance contained in the SSTS, and (2) they may be considered to take an unrealistic or oversimplified view of the complexities of tax practice (Swails, 2000).

The SSTS were written in as simple and objective a manner as possible. In terms of content, the SSTS mirror the old SRTP: The name, number, and substance of each statement remain essentially the same. The current study uses the SSTS to investigate accounting students' likelihood of compliance.
Accounting Students and Ethics

Prior research has shown that despite widespread efforts by practitioners and educators to encourage greater emphasis on ethics in accounting education, there has been minimal coverage of ethics in the accounting curriculum (e.g. Thompson, McCoy & Wallestad, 1992). However, a more recent national survey by Mastracchio (2005) found that half of the Colleges of Business offered a separate course in business ethics. In addition, 90% of the surveyed schools noted that protecting the public interest was covered in the Auditing course.

Although research has investigated accounting students’ ethical reasoning in general accounting settings, little research has specifically examined tax settings. Since many accounting students will be involved with tax preparation and planning, whether as CPAs in public practice or as CMAs in industry, it is important to understand their perception of tax preparation standards and the likelihood of compliance with such standards.

In a literature review, Borkowski and Ugras (1998) identified several factors (e.g. gender, age and class grade) that can affect accounting students’ ethical reasoning with mixed conclusions. In a tax context, Grasso and Kaplan (1998) investigated gender and age differences in tax ethics perception among accounting students. The results showed that females tended to believe more strongly than males that evading taxes was immoral. Contrary to most previous ethics research regarding age, Grasso and Kaplan (1998) found that younger students (<25 years old) perceived evading taxes as more immoral compared to older nontraditional students. In several scenarios, students believed actions to be ethical, even though they believed these actions conflicted with the AICPA code of conduct. Fallan (1999) also investigated gender in a tax context. The results showed that females reconsidered their position on tax ethics issues more often than males.

Some research has also investigated the extent of tax knowledge and exposure on ethical decision making. Eriksen and Fallan (1996) examined whether a tax course had an effect on accounting students’ perception of their own tax evasion, their attitude towards other people’s tax evasion and the students’ perception of tax fairness. In a pre- and post-test design, the authors concluded that increased tax knowledge resulted in accounting students viewing their own and others’ tax evasion as more serious. Students’ perception of tax fairness also increased after the course. Similar results were reported in Fallan (1999). The current study examines gender, age, class grade and specific exposure to SSTs on accounting students’ likelihood of compliance with professional standards. The current study does not attempt to form conclusions about tax practitioners’ likelihood of compliance with standards, or use students as surrogates for tax practitioners. Rather, it examines the accounting student population, at this early stage of career development.

Research Method

Sampling

The sample for this study consisted of accounting students in a large AACSB-accredited public university. The students were enrolled in individual and corporate
tax classes. The survey was administered two weeks before the end of the term to allow students to learn all the necessary tax information. Overall, nine sections were surveyed over a six-month period. These sections were taught by four different instructors. The voluntary survey took about 10-15 minutes to complete and students were assured of confidentiality. A total of 237 responses were received. After eliminating responses with missing information, the usable sample was 224 responses. The students were divided into two groups: One group (four sections, 88 students) received detailed classroom instruction on SSTS. The other group (five sections, 136 students) did not receive instruction on SSTS. The purpose of this split is to investigate if specific instruction on enforceable standards would have an effect on students' likelihood of following them.

Measures
The survey used in this study consisted of a questionnaire and demographic questions. The questionnaire was adapted from Hume et al. (1999). In that study, the authors developed six scenarios that mirrored the content of SRTP at that time. They surveyed CPAs involved in tax preparation as well as nonlicensed preparers to investigate the likelihood of following the SRTP guidelines. The results indicated that the majority of CPAs followed the SRTP in most of the issues more often than nonlicensed preparers. However, a statistically significant number of CPAs do not follow the SRTP on half the issues and did not follow them more often than nonlicensed preparers on these issues. Since the SSTS are identical to the SRTP in content, the same scenarios from Hume et al. (1999) were used in this study. The scenarios are presented in the Appendix. They deal with issues such as knowledge of an error, inquiries, yielding to client pressure and the appropriateness of using estimates among others.

Research Results
The sample's demographic characteristics are presented in Table 1. The table shows that most of the sample consisted of females and undergraduate students. In order to investigate whether specific education in SSTS has an impact on students' likelihood to follow them, both groups of respondents were compared on each scenario using the Chi-Square test. The results indicate no statistically significant differences between the two groups on any of the scenarios. The results are reported in Table 1.

A test of proportions was used to examine the likelihood of accounting students not following SSTS. In general, the great majority of students tended to follow SSTS in scenario 1. However, significant portions of students did not follow the standards in all other scenarios. A significant portion of students did not follow SSTS in scenario 2, regarding the use of estimates. SSTS specifically prohibits CPAs from reporting an estimated amount as an exact amount. Overall, 34% of the students did not follow the standards in scenario 2. In scenario 3, almost 18% of the students did not follow the standards, while the percentages of non-
compliance for scenarios 4, 5 and 6 were 16%, 14% and 22% respectively. These results are alarming because they indicate that a significant portion of future tax preparers do not follow SSTS.

**Table 1**

**Demographics and Accounting Students’ Compliance with SSTS**

**Panel A: Demographic Characteristics (N)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>72</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>&lt; 25 years old (traditional)</th>
<th>101</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 years or &gt; (nontraditional)</td>
<td>123</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Grade</th>
<th>Undergraduate</th>
<th>Graduate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Panel B: Scenario**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>% complying With SSTS (Overall) (N=224)</th>
<th>% complying with SSTS (after education) (N=88)</th>
<th>% complying with SSTS (without education) (N=136)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>95.5%</td>
<td>96.5%</td>
<td>94.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>66%***</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>68.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>82.5%***</td>
<td>78.4%</td>
<td>85.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>84.8%***</td>
<td>85.2%</td>
<td>84.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>86.6%***</td>
<td>88.6%</td>
<td>85.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>77.7%***</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>74.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** p < .01

probability that significant respondents do not follow SSTS

In order to investigate the impact of demographic factors on the likelihood of following SSTS, logistic regression (Logit) was used with the responses of compliance or noncompliance as the dependent variable and the demographics as the independent variables for each scenario separately. Due to the fact that explanatory variables such as age, gender and class grade might be correlated, correlation analysis was conducted between these variables. The results indicated no correlation between gender and age ($r = -.28; p = .67$) or between gender and class grade ($r = .11; p = .08$). However, there was a statistically significant correlation between age and class grade ($r = .19; p < .01$). Therefore, the following
results regarding age and grade should be interpreted in light of their correlation. The significant results are reported in Table 2.

Table 2
Demographic Differences between Accounting Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Percentage Complying with SSTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Traditional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nontraditional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Male</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Traditional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nontraditional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Traditional = < 25 years old
Nontraditional = 25 years or >

*** p < .01
** p < .05

The results indicate significant differences based on gender in scenario 5 only (regarding inquiry about information that appears incorrect). In that case, the proportion of females likely to follow SSTP (90.1%) was significantly higher than males (79.1%). There were no significant differences on any other scenarios based on gender.

Regarding age differences, there were significant differences in scenarios 3 and 6. In scenario 3 (dealing with notifying the client of an error in a previous return), younger students were more likely to follow SSTP (90.1%) compared to older students (76.4%). However, in scenario 6 (dealing with changing an item under client pressure), older students were more likely to follow SSTP (83%) compared to younger students (71%).

Class grade differences were also significant. In scenario 1 (dealing with correcting an error in a current return), undergraduate students were more likely to
follow SSTS (98%) compared to graduate students (90.5%). In scenarios 3, 4 and 6, similar differences emerged with undergraduate students more likely to comply with SSTP compared to graduate students.

**Discussion and Implications**

The current study’s results provide several conclusions about the likelihood of accounting students following required tax standards. In general, with the exception of scenario 1 (dealing with correcting an error in a current return), a significant portion of accounting students were not likely to comply with SSTS. The results are alarming since many of these students will be CPAs in public practice or CMAs in industry, both involved with tax preparation and planning. The results of this study, however, can not be directly compared to Hume et al. (1999) regarding CPAs and other tax preparers because at the time Hume et al. (1999) was conducted, SRTP were advisory guidelines, while current SSTS are enforceable standards.

More alarming is the conclusion that specific education about SSTS did not influence students’ likelihood of following them in tax preparation. These results conflict with Grasso and Kaplan (1998) who found that tax students exposed to professional ethics and responsibilities exhibited higher ethical standards. The results also conflict with Ward and Ward (1996) who found that students receiving specific instructions in the AICPA Code of Conduct were more likely to follow it compared to students who did not receive such training. It is possible, as Grasso and Kaplan (1998) indicated, that some students believe that a particular behavior is ethical while professional standards consider it unethical. The extent of this possibility can be the subject of future research regarding the enforceable SSTP.

Regarding demographic factors, there were minor differences based on gender and only on scenario 5 were females more likely to comply with SSTS than males. Results regarding age were mixed since in scenario 3, younger students were more likely to comply than older students while in scenario 6, the opposite results appeared. The evidence was stronger in favor of class grade differences in likelihood of compliance. In four out of six scenarios, undergraduate students were more likely to comply with standards compared to graduate students. This finding is also alarming since graduate students possess more accounting and tax education.

The results of this study indicate that accounting instructors must emphasize ethics in the classroom in a more productive manner. Since there was no impact of extra education on standards, perhaps accounting instructors should emphasize the reasons for such standards. Instructors should emphasize tax preparers’ responsibilities to both clients and the IRS and explain the purpose of each standard separately, rather than their enforceability alone. A future study can examine students’ likelihood of following SSTS before and after the class, after extensive discussion of the reasons and ethics of such standards.

The study also has implications for accounting practitioners. Ahadiat and Mackie (1993) argued that new entrants in the accounting profession were se-
lected from the pool of university graduates. The authors argued that recruiters should consider ethics in making hiring decisions. The current study helps future employers in two ways: It identifies certain groups of accounting students that can potentially have different ethical characteristics compared to others. It also shows the compliance likelihood of future employers with professional standards, just before they enter the profession. Based on the study’s findings, employers should make an effort to emphasize tax compliance among their new recruits.
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SSTS Scenarios adapted from Hume et al. (1999)

1. You assured your client early in the engagement that a particular expenditure would be deductible on his income tax return. After preparing the client's return, but before mailing it, you discover that a Revenue Ruling clearly disallows a deduction for the expenditure in question. After some further investigation, you believe that the Revenue Ruling is a correct interpretation of the law and that there is no reasonable basis for taking the deduction. Nonetheless, you do not think the item will be detected by the IRS. You have basically two choices: (1) You could ignore the Revenue Ruling and mail the return. (2) You could notify the client of the mistake and correct the return.

Would you notify the client of the mistake and correct the return?  
____ Yes  ______ No

2. You incurred an expense which is deductible on her tax return. However, the exact dollar amount is not known and must be estimated. For this type of expense, the tax law allows the use of estimates. You have basically two choices: (1) You can present the estimated estimate (e.g. $1,983). (2) You can present the estimated item in the return as a rounded amount (e.g. $2,000).

Would you present the estimated item as a rounded amount (e.g. $2,000)?  
____ Yes  ______ No

3. In preparing your client's income tax return this year, you discover that the return prepared last year contained a material error. (Assume you are not acquainted with the person who prepared that return last year). In particular, a $1,000 deduction was listed as a $3,000 deduction. Correcting the error will result in additional tax liability for the client. The mistake does not appear to have been intentional and it is unlikely that the IRS will ever detect the error. You have basically two choices: (1) You could ignore the error. (2) You could notify the client of the error.

Would you notify the client of the error?  
____ Yes  ______ No

4. In preparing your client's income tax return this year, you discover that the return you prepared last year for this client contained a material error. In particular you listed a $1,000 deduction as a $3,000 deduction. Correcting the error will result in additional tax liability for the client. The mistake was not intentional and it is unlikely that the IRS will ever detect the error. You have basically two choices: (1) You could ignore the error. (2) You could notify the client of the error.

Would you notify the client of the error?  
____ Yes  ______ No
5. One of your clients is a well-connected executive in a large firm. You want to maintain a good relationship with this client in the hopes of future business referrals. Your new client has presented information to you in a relationship to the preparation of his income tax return. Some of the information appears to be incorrect, and you suspect that your client is attempting to reduce his tax liability inappropriately. You have basically two choices: (1) You could go ahead and prepare the tax return according to the client’s representation. (2) You could first inquire about the correctness of the information. 

Would you inquire about the correctness of the information?  
______ Yes  ______ No

6. One of your most important clients has strongly suggested that you change the treatment of an item on his income tax return. You believe that the treatment of the item suggested by the client will materially understate the client’s correct tax liability. Further, there is no reasonable basis for the change. You have basically two choices: (1) You could refuse to change the item. (2) You could agree to change the item as suggested by the client. 

Would you agree to change the item?  
______ Yes  ______ No
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